
Roval lcing Cushion- lnstructions bv Denise Kervin

Materials:
Tips #1,#2,#3,#4,#5 #13 or #L4

Cushion Nail (like the one made by Carolyn Wanke)

Decorating Bags & coupler
Wax paper

Scissors

Corn starch
Damp towel
Disposable foil cookie sheet
Reusable adhesive
Artist brush or water brush
Candy mold
Rolled fondant
Strong Royal lcing

t. Sprinkle corn starch in candy mold. Press fondant into mold. Remove the fondant and form it
over a straight edge. Let dry.

2. Cut cookie sheet into 10xl-0cm foil squares. Bend each in middle over a hard edge.

3. Cut wax paper into 10x10cm squares and fold in half.

4. Fill decorating bag with strong royal icing.

5. Put a small amount of adhesive on nail and attach foil square.

6. Put a few dots of royal icing on top and attach wax paper.

7. Put on another bit of royal icing and attach fondant base.

8. Use #5 tip to pipe the first two layers of stringwork over the base. Pipe diagonal lines for the first
layer. For the second layer, repeat the piping in the opposite direction. Leave about a tip's width

space between the lines. Use waterbrus[ to push the ends of the stringwork into the base to
give a "tucked under" look. Also, you may need to straighten a line after it is piped.

9. As you finish each layer of stringwork, pipe dots of icing in the spaces between the lines at the

waxed paper to make a solid base.

10. Place the nail into the holder when changing tips.

11. Continue piping layers in opposite directions, exactly over the previous line that was piped in

that direction. The lattice will widen with each layer so you can see down into the cushion. As

the size of the cushion grows, extra lines can be added at each end.

12. When the cushion is complete, remove the foil from the nail by placing your thumb and

forefinger at either side of the bend and gently push back and forth until it releases. Remove the

adhesive from the bottom of the foil and place the foil over a square corner that is pointed up

and leave it to dry.
13. When ready to use the cushion, remove the foil from the waxed paper.

14. Attach the cushion to the cake with royal icing. Toothpicks can be used to hold it in place until

the icing sets. When the toothpicks are removed, use a boarder to cover the holes.


